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Abstract

The literature on patent protection assumes a so-called "fencepost" system, in
which there would be no need to refer to the courts over questions of interpretation. In
reality, we observe a myriad ofpatent infringement suits through which questions of
utility, novelty, and nonobviousness are independently ruled on by a court. Therefore,
patent litigation accompanying initial imitations can reveal important information about the
validity of the contested patents to other potential entrants. This paper explores the
implications of such infortnation revelation through patent litigation. It is shown that the
payoffs for the patentee and the initial imitator are highly discontinuous in the degree of
patent protection. Furthermore, strengthening intellectual property rights is not
necessarily desirable for the patentee. The analysis also has implications for interpreting
empirical data on imitation lags.
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L Introduction

This paper explores the implications of patent infringement litigation for the overall

patent system. More specifically, I focus on the role of patent suits in conveying

information regarding the validity and enforceability of the patents in dispute. I show that

the incorporation of such informative patent litigation into the process of patent

enforcement generates a rich set of predictions for the imitation-based entry dynamics

when there are multiple potential entrants. Furthermore, these results also have

implications for the interpretation of empirical data on imitation and the incentive to

innovate.

On the recognition that knowledge is inherently a public good, the patent system

purports to confer perfect appropriability by granting legal monopoly of an invention (for a

limited time) to restore the incentive to engage in innovative activity. This idealization

underlies most of the theoretical work concerning the economics of innovation and

patents [Arrow (1962), Dasgupta and Stiglitz (1980), and Nordhaus (1969), etc.]

The empirical studies, however, reveal that patent protection is not perfect and

imitation is a common occurrence [Mansfield et a!. (1981) and Levin et al. (1987)].

Subsequently, the possibility of imitation or "inventing around" patents has been formally

incorporated into theoretical models [Benoit (1985), Katz and Shapiro (1987), Dasgupta

(1988), and Gallini (1992)]. All these papers, despite making advances over the previous

literature in that they account for the empirical fact, still retain the assumption that the

interpretation of the patent scope is exact and there is no need to refer to the courts over

questions of interpretation; in the jargon of the legal literature on patent, the literature on

patent protection assumes a so-called strict "fencepost" system. ~ This assumption is

typified in the recent literature on the tradeoff between the patent scope and patent length

[Gilbert and Shapiro (1990) and Klemperer (1990)]. In Klemperer's (1990) analysis, for

instance, a patent's breadth measures how different competitors' products should be in

tNotable exceplions are Meurer (1989) and Waterson (1990), which will be discnssed below.
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order not to infringe on the patent. To this end, a notion ofdistance is introduced in his

formulation ofpatent scope: a patent ofwidth til prevents competing firms from producing

product varieties within a distance ru from the patentholder's product in a horizontal

product space. An implicit assumption in his analysis is that this distance is well-defined

and known to all relevant participants. Consequently, there is no ambiguity regarding the

occurrence of irtfringement.

In reality, however, the scope ofpatent is determined by both statutory authority

and judicial interpretation; issuance of the patent does no morr rhan confer a patent right

that is "presumed" valid (35 U.S.C.A. Sec. 282).I Uncertainty as to the validity and

coverage ofmany patents makes dispute inevitable.~ Consequently, we observe a myriad

ofpatent infringement suits through which questions of utility, novelty, and

nonobviousness are independently ruled on by a court.' To illustrate the importance of

court decisions on patent validity in infringement suits, [ point out that of the 294 patents

contested in all federal appellate court between 1966 and 1971, only 89 (about 30 "~o)

were found valid (Kintner and L.ahr, 1975). Therefore, patent litigation accompanying

irutial imitations can reveal important infotmation about the validity of the contested

patents for other potential entrants.s This paper explores the implications of such

information revelation through patent litigation. It is shown that the payoffs for the

patentee and the initia! irttitator are highly discontinuous in the degree ofpatent protection

Furthermore, strengtherting intellectual property tights is not necessarily desirable for the

patentee.

~Issuance doea not guarantee validity. In this respect, a patent is nothing but the title to sue.
~Some legal commentators characterize a patent as an invitation to a law suit or a lottery ticket (Kitti.
1979). t~ne important factor contribuGng to the uncertainty atwut patent validity is that most judges

called upon to decide cases involving patents are wholly untrained in the physical sciences and technical
matters. Aawrding to Rosenberg (1992), "(platent caus are the only cases argued by professionals and
decided try amateurs (p. 2-8)." This problem, however, has been mitigated with the creation ot a
spxialized federa! appellate court to hear patent cases in 1982.
4Ser Scotchmer and Grcen (1990) and Scotchmer (1991) for an eeonomic analysis of nocelty requirement
in a model of sequential innovations.
sAlternatively, 1 may assume that uncertainty lies in lhe amount of royalty payments the court decides that
the patentx is entitled to.



The paper considers an imitation decision by potential entrants and the incumbent

(patentee)'s response to entry via a patent infringement suit The novelty of the paper

comes from considering multiple potential entrants with endogenous entry timing The

basic premise of the paper is the observation that the outcome of a patent suit, i e, how

the court will interpret the law, is inherently uncertain for both the patentee and the

accused infiinger. For instance, the "doctrine ofequivalents" entitles the patented

invention to cover a certain range of equivalents. However, the exact boundary of the set

of equivalents is impossible to draw. The matter of infringement can be reasonably

assumed to be decided case by case. This has an important implication especially when

there are multiple potential entrants. The reason is that an initial imitation attempt and its

corresponding suit can reveal important information regarding the validity of the patent

through the litigation process.

This information revelation can have an impact on the behavior of both the

patentee and the potential imitators. First of all, if the imitated patent is held invalid and

the patent is revoked, it clears the deck so as to make further entry immune from the

threat of suit. In a patent dispute between Intel and AMD (Advanced Micro Devices), for

instance, a court decision in favor ofAMD could also be beneficial for other

manufacturers of Intel-clone microprocessors such as Cyrix and NexGen.b In a related

intellectual property right case, Apple Computer Corp. has sued Microsoft and Hewlett-

Packard (HP) for copyright infringement, claiming that Microsoft's Windows program and

HP's New Wave software have copied the "look and feel" ofMacintosh's graphic-based

operating system. When a tvling was made in favor ofMicrosoft and HP, it was hailed as

a positive signal for other software developers "because it would free developers from the

threat of litigation (New York Times, April 16, 1992)." Even though an early entrant can

benefit from additional profits until other firms enter, one would expect that this potential

óSteve Tobalc, t~rix's vice president of corporate marketing, says "we want AMD to succeed" for an
altemative computer chip archiledure to survive ISnyder, 19951.
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gain can be easily outweighed by the potential saving ofa sunk entry cost, it may be better

to be a second imitator since it can save 6xed sunk costs of entry in the case of patent

infringement. This creates an incentive to free ride on the information provided by an

early imitator. The consequence is the possibility of the imitation process turning into a

waíting game.~

For the patentee, it implies that launching an infringement suit may be a risky

proposition. If her patent is revoked in the suit, it will facilitate further entry to the

industry. This implies that the incentive to bring a suit increases with the number of

entrants already in the market since the adverse effect of further entry gets smaller. As a

result, I find a set of parameters, which I call the lrmil entry sel, where an initial entry

occurs without any patent suit while a further entry is deterred. In this set, the patentee

refrains from bringing the irtitial suit since the possible negative information effect

outweighs the positive entry deterrence effect. In contrast, the second entrant is deterred

with the threat of a patent suit, a threat that is credible due to the decreased concern about

information revelation. In this case, the imitation game is a preemption game in which

each potential entrant strives to be the first one to imitate, knowing that he will be

accommodated without inviting further entry. The existence of the limit entry set can have

dramatic effects on the overall behavior of the profit functions of the patentee and

potential ittutators. In partiwlar, I show that the payoffs for the patentee and the initial

imitator are highly discontinuous in the degree ofpatent protection. Furthermore, the

strengthening of intellectual property rights is not necessarily desirable for the patentee.

This paper is closely related to the irnitation literature. Katz and Shapiro ( I987)

and Dasgupta (1988) formally consider the possibility of imitation in patent races.e Gallini

~In the innovation lilerature, it has been recognixeC that the possibiliry of imitation can convert the
innovation game from a ract to a waiting game IDasgupta (19RR) and Katz and Shapiro (19R7)I.
However, to the best of my krawledge, this paper is the first one to point ou1 thc possibility of a waiting
game in the imitation game ex post innovation.
BA recent paper by lovanovic and MacDonald (1994) considers the process of technology difiusion in a
compeliuve industry when a fixed number of firms reduces costs via lwo channels: innovating themselves
or imitating their rivals' techralogies.
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(1992) improves on the previous papers by assuming costly imitation. Thereby, she

endogeruzes the decision to imitate through its dependence on the length and scope of

patent protection. Contrary to the results of Gilbert and Shapiro (1990) and Klemperer

(1990), she finds that in the presence of imitation costs the optimal patent policy involves

a broad scope of patent and a short patent lifa [nterestingly, as in my paper, she finds that

an increase in patent life may have no effect on or, paradoxically, may reduce the incentive

to innovate. However, the mechanism through which this result obtains is completely

different from the one in this paper; in her analysis, increasing patent life increases the

number ofcompeting products via a zero profit entry condition, while my analysis resorts

to changes in the entry timing. Benoit (1985) is closest to this paper in that the efiect of

imitation on the innovator is generated through encfngenizeJ entry timing of the imitator.

In his paper, there is uncertainty surrounding the profitability of innovation, which is

revealed only over time. This creates an option value of waiting for the imitator; even

though the waiting strategy entails a loss of temporary profits in the event that the

irtnovation is favorable, it can save on a would-be failed investment.9 In contrast, the

endogenized tirning ofentry in our paper arises from s[ra[eRrc interaction between

multiple imitators either trying to free ride on information or preempt each other.

As pointed out earlier, all the papers mentioned above assume that either imitation

is immune from irtfringement or innovation is nonpatentable. Therefore, their framework

is not adequate to analyze the issues 1 am interested in, i.e., the information revelation role

of the patent suit. Meurer (1989) and Waterson (1990) are notable exceptions in that their

models incotporate a fully structured legal process in which a"signpost" system of patents

is assumed.'o As in this paper, they consider uncertainry about the extent ofprotection a

patent provides. The foci of their analyses, however, are quite different. Meurer's concern

9Benoi['s modet also predicts nonmonotonicity of the innovator's profi[ in relevam paramcters (cosl of

innovation and probability of succcss) if imilation is possible.
toln the 'fencepost' interpretation of patent specificauons, the perimeter o( the patentce's claims is
arnuned to be clearly marlced out. The "signpost' interpretation regards lhe patent specifiption as merely
poinling the reader in the dirxtion which he may not travel without a license.
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is on patent licensing that is induced as part of a settlement agreement to avoid litigation

regarding patent validity. Waterson's main contribution lies in exploring issues regarding

the effects ofpatents on product variety selection. Since both of these models contain

only a single entrant, the issue of information revelation does not arise. ~ t

In fowsing on the information revelation aspect ofpatent litigation, this paper is

somewhat related to Horstman ef al.(1985). They assume that an innovating firm has

private information regarding the profitability of imitation. As a result, in their model, the

decision to patent can reveal some of the innovators information to the competitor. [n

contrast, our analysis assumes a symmetric information structure between the patentee and

the imitators since they are assumed to entertain the same assessment regarding the

probability of infringement. The effect of information revelation arises only through

further entry by a third party.

Finally, in terms of the overall dynamics of entry, the paper is similar to Bernheim

(1984). He argues that when there is a sequence of potential entrants, the qualitative

nature of the entry deterrence decision undertaken by incumbent firms is quite different

from when there is but a single entrant. In particular, the sequential aspects ofentry

deterrence makes it possible that government policies designed to promote entry have the

opposite effect of increasing industrial concentration. The reason is that the profitability

ofearly entry is in turn determined in part by the ease with which future entrants can be

deterred. However, as will be explained later, the underlying mechanisms through which

the entry dynamics are generated are quite different across models.

The remainder of the paper is organized in the following way. In section II, I

provide a basic two-period model in which the order ofentry is exogenously fixed. The

informational externalities provided by the first entrant is discussed. In section III, I

~ tAolti and Hu (1995) analyu how the legal system intluences a patentee's licensing and litigation
decisions arà its effect on innovation incentives. L.anjouw (1994) estimates the value of patenl protection
in a model incorporating the rclationship between litigation and aspetts of the legal environment. Ona
again, lwth papers consider on)y one potential infringer and do not deal with the issue of informalion
revelation.



extend the basic model by allowing the timing ofentry to be endogenously determined in

an infinite horizon framework. It is shown that the nature of the entry game can be either

one of waiting or preemption depending on the degree of patent protection. One

important consequence is that contrary to intuition, the strengthening ofpatent protection

can be harmful to the patentee as the entry game is changed from a waiting game to a

preemption game. Section IV concludes with a discussion ofpossible extensions and

limitations of the model.

Q. The Basic Model: E:ogenous Timing of Entry

I consider a simple model of sequential entry. There is an incumbent who has a

patent for a new product or process. She faces a sequence ofpotential entrants. In each

period there is one potential entrant who can enter the market by imitating the patented

product. Once there is entry by an imitator, the incumbent (patentee) can take the entrant

to court for patent infringement. The entry involves a sunk cost of F This sunk cost can

be interpreted as a cost of imitation as in Gallini (1992) or a fixed setup cost of tooling-up

necessary for a new product.

Contrary to most of the previous literature, the central feature of the present paper

is that the extent to which protection is provided by the patent is not precise, and even the

validity of the patent itself can be challenged in the courts. One important consequence of

incorporating this feature in the patent enforcement mechanism is that if there are multiple

potential entrants, then the process of imitation and its accompanying patent litigation has

a characteristic ofpublic good; an early entrant can provide a valuable piece of information

since the outcome ofa patent suit reveals the pro6tability of entry for those who wait in



the wings. This information is valuable since entry involves a sunk cost, which can be

saved if the court deems an imitated product to infringe the patent

I consider a two-period model with two potential entrants, one in each period. This

is the simplest framework which allows a meaningful analysis of informational externalities

among potentisl entrants.'~ Entry is allowed only at the beginning ofeach period if there

is entry, the incumbent chooses whether or not to litigate the entrant(s). In order to

abstract from the strategic choice of entry timing, I assume that the order of entry is

predetermined. The next section relaxes this assumption in an infinite horizon framework

At the beginning of the first period, the first entrant decides whether or not to enter

the market with an imitation of the patented product. If he decides not to enter the

incumbent will be a monopolist for the first period. If he decides to enter, he has to sink a

fixed cost of F. Let the profits for the monopoly, duopoly, and triopoly per period be

denoted by fIM, Cl~, and i[T, respectively, where IlM ~ fl~ ~fIT With this notation, I

implicitly assume that those profits are symmetric between the incumbent and entrants.

Since the imitated product can be inferior or superior to the original patented product,

duopoly and triopoly profits need not to be the same across the patentee and imitators.

This assumption is made only for the sake of saving notation and has no consequences fnr

the main results. To avoid triviality of the analysis, I maintain the following assumption

throughout the paper.'~

RT"F~~ (1)

121n a survey study of I,evin er aL (1987), most respondcnts beGeved only a few firms (thrce to fice for a
major innovation, six to ten for a typicat innovauon) were capable of duphcatuig new processes and
producls.
13The corresponding assumpuon in the infinite horizon modcl of section I11 is f1T~1 I-ri) - F? U.



The assumption assures that if there is no danger of infringement, it is profitable to enter

the industry as a triopolist. If inequality ( I) is violated, the market can accommodate at

most two firms and the issue of information transmission does not arise.

In the face ofentry, the incumbent can accommodate the entrant by sharing the

market or take the entrant to court for a patent infringement. The uncertainty of the

outcome ofa patent suit is captured by a probability a that the disputed patent is valid

and, thus the patentee prevails in the suit.14 This probability is assumed to be known and

shared by both the incumbent and potentíal entrants.'S To focus on the main topic ofour

interest, namely, the information revelation aspect of patent suits, 1 assume away any legal

costs involved in the litigation process.1ó For simplicity I also assume that the outcome of

the suit is determined immediately." There are two possible outcomes for the patent suit.

If the entrant is found to infringe on the patent, a court injunction will prohibit the selling

of the imitated product and consequently, the entrant should leave the industry fotfeiting

the entry cost of F. In this case, the incumbent will remain as a monopolist for the

'~If the unartainty is about the exact boundary of patent breadth, a may be an endogenous vanable that
depends on the entrant's location choice in produd space. Even though this possibility can be
incorporated in the rttodel, for analy[ical simplicity, I abstract from it by assuming that the lechnology of
imitation allows the entrant to locale only at one specific point. Sce Waterson (19~~) for a model of
produd patents where the entrant's variety choice is endogenously derived.
'Slt is possible that the patentet has bener infornwtion regarding this probability since she may know the
potential weaknexs of the patent (Meurer, 1989). In this case, the mere decision to bring a suit can have
informational content, espxially when outof~ourt settlement is possible. This is an important agenda for
future research. Set Horstmann et a!. (1985) for an analysis where the decision to patem can have a
similar information-revealing effect.
'bín Meurers (1989) rtadel, the incentive to avoid legal costs plays a crucial role to lhe settlement process
of patent litigation. Meurers and my papers, however, should be viewed as complementary rather than
competing berause lhey highlight difTerent aspects of patent litigation. Josh Lerner (1995) cmpincally

examines the effect of litigation costs on the patenting behavior of new biotechnology firms.
'~In reality, few patent disputes arc finally setUed within three years (White and Jacob, 1986). In the case
of Polaroid v. Kodak in whicó Polaroid reaived 5983 million as a settlement, it took 14 years for the
patent infringement suil to be resolved. One important topic for future research is to incorporate this
empirical fad into the model.
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petiod. t~ The other possible outcome of the suit is that the patent is deemed to be

invalid.19 If this is the case, the market will be occupied by two firms in the first period

The rnain focus of this paper is the implication of the patent suit for the other

entrant in period 2. At the beginning of the second period, another potential entrant

arrives on the scene and makes his own decision regarding entry. He is assumed to have

observed what happened in the órst period. [n particular, the outcome of the patent suit, if

there was one, is known to him. There are four possible subgames facing the second

potentia! entrant: (i) there was no entry in the órst period, (ii) there was entry but it was

accommodated by the patentee, (iii) there was entry and an infringement suit in which the

patentee prevailed, and (iv) there was entry and a suit in which the patent was held invalid.

Ifhe decides to enter, there may be another infringement suit by the patentee.

However, for simplicity, I make the following observationslassumptions regarding the

litigation process in the case that the first entrant is sued for infringement in the first

period. If the patent is invalid, there is no patent and the other entrant can enter the

market without the fear ofbeing sued.20 If the patentee prevails in the first period, on the

other hand, her competitors are assumed to respect the patent in the future even though,

tgAooording to 1Vhite and lacobs ( 1986), "lalctions arc brought to punish the infnnger, to stop funher
infringement by him or athers, lo establish the legal position for the fuuirc; very seldom should thcy be
brought for the sake of the damages."
19A third possibiliry I ignorc is the case where the palenl is valid but the claims of the p:uent specificaUOn
an; too narrow to cover the article the entrant is producing. In this case, everyone in the industry now
knows how to get around it. Thercforc, az will tx clear, 1 can ignore this possibility wuhout any loss of
generaliry since, for my purpc~ses, this case is equivalent to the one where the p:uent is Cound to be imalid.
~6I'his docuine is called collateral estoppel which states that a patent owner is precluded "trom asserting a
charge of infringernent if the patent haz already been found invalid in earlier litigation invoh~ng its owner
and a different aontsed infringer ( Kintner and I,ahr, 1975)." Monsanto Co. v. Rohm ~ Haas Co.. 312
F.Supp. 778 (E.D.Pa.1970) appears to be the leading case on this issue.
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theoretically, they can challenge it again." 1 can relax this assumption without at}ècting

the main results of the paper as long as other potential imitators update their beliefs in a

way that reduces the expected value of imitation.22

If the incumbent accommodates entry in the first period, there is a question of

whether the previously accommodated entrant can be litigated with a delayed suit in the

second period. This is due to the existence of a legal doctrine called "laches estoppel and

the statute of limitations" (35 U.S.C.A. Sec 286). The purpose of this rule is to prevent a

patentee from enforcing her patent against a party for infringement because she "slept on

[her] rights while the infringer made expenditures in the belief that he was not infringing

the patent or that, if infringing, he would not be sued [Kintner and l.ahr (1975)] "2' If this

legal doctrine is operative, the patentee cannot charge the previously accommodated

imitator with patent infringement in the second period.~' In the United States, courts use

the six year stature of limitations, that is, a delay in filing suit for more than six years is

presumptively unreasonable and the burden shifts to the patentee to rebut the presumption

~t In this respect, the doctrine of collateral es[oppel does not work in reverse (Symbol Technologies Inc. v.

Metrologic Instruments Inc., 771 F.Supp. 1390, 21 USPQ2d t481 (D.N.J. 1991)). "An owner whose
patent has been found valid in an initial suit against one infringer may not therca(icr avoid relitigauon of

the validity of the patent in a subsequent suit against another intringer (Kintner and Lahr, I975)."

~~Courts ruled that a patent's presumption of vatidity is strengthened by a prior judicial determinalion of

validity (Wang l.aboratories Inc. v. Mitsubishi Eloctronics Amcrica Inc, 29 USPQ2d I481, 1488 (C D.

Calif 1993)).
~~The rule is a spxia! pse of equitable estoppel which applies because of the patentee owner's earlier
ittaction In Tracerlab, Inc. v. Industnal Nucleonia Corp., 204 F.Supp. IO l, the district court of
Massachusetts niled that "Ipltaintifïshould have brought its action promptly when it knew its rights were
being violated." The leading ca.u for these isstta is Gillions et al. v. Shell Co. of California, 86 F. 2d
600, 601 (CA-9). See Prestia (1978) for a detailed discussion of laches and estoppel in the delay of patent
stits.
~~However, delay in proceeding against the first imitator is no ground for refusing an injunction, if there

has bcen ta delay in procceding against the seoottd imitator. Therefore, the patentee can proceed against

the sxond imitator even though she accommodated the first imitator and relinquishcd her nghts for thc

remedy against the first imitator.



of prtjudice (Bott v. Four Star Corp., 807 F2d I 567, I USPQ2d 1210, 1216 and Hottel

Corp. v. Seaman Corp., 4 USPQ2d 1939, 1940)

The applicability of the doctrine of"laches estoppel" in the basic two-period

model, depends on the length of the first period which is meant to be the time elapsed

between the first and second entry. In the next section, however, [ allow endogenous

titning of entry in an infinite horizon model where I derive equilibrium entry patterns as the

length ofeach period shrinks to zero. For the limit result with a short period length, it is

much less reasonable to assume that delayed suits are not permitted by invoking the

"laches estoppel" doctrine than it is in the basic two-period model.25 To keep consistency

and facilitate comparison with the infinite horizon model, I shall therefore assume that the

length of the first period is not long enough to make the doctrine applicable in the two-

period model.~b As a result, I allow the incumbent to litigate the previously

accommodated entrant in the second period.

With these assumptions, I observe that in the second petiod it is a dominant

strategy for the incumbent to sue any entrant - both current and previously

accommodated, as may be the case - since without any threat of further entry, the

incumbent hss nothing to lose by suing. However, it should be recognized that, in

contrast, suing in the first period entails a serious risk for the patentee since it can facilitate

further entry in the secottd period in case she loses. Note that in this model, even if the

outcome ofa delayed suit by the íncumbent turns out to be the invalidation of the patent,

the second potential entrant is not allowed to enter afterwards once it foregoes the

~sI thank an anonymous referee for poinling this out to me.
26 In an earlier varsion of this paper, however, I derived essentially the same qualitative results as here
under the alternative assvmption that laches estoppel is applicablc.



opportunity to do so at the beginning of the second period. This artificial assumption,

which stems from the exogeneity of entry timing in a two period model, will, however, be

relaxed in the next section.

The order ofdecisions and the payoffs are summarized in Figure l. The subtree

corresponding to the second period is collapsed to reflect the fact that litigation is a

dominant strategy for the incumbent in the second period since there is no further entry

even if she loses in the suit.
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Fit~ure I- The Order ofDecisions and Payoffs: 1, E l, E2, and C denote Incumbent,
Entrant I, Entrant 2, and the Court, respectively. The payoffs vectors list final payoffs for
I, El, and E2 in that order. The subtree corresponding to the second period is collapsed
reflecting the fact that litigation is a dominant strategy for the incumbent in the second
period since there is no further entry even if she loses in the suit.
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[,et us now analyze the game using a standard backward induction argument.

Suppose that there was entry and s subsequent patent infringement suit in the first period.

The second entrant will decide to enter depending on the outcome of the suit; he enters if

and only if the patent has been deemed to be invalid. Alternatively, suppose that there

was entry but no patent suit was brought by the patentee in the first period. Then, the

second entrant should decide whether or not to enter under uncertainty about the outcome

ofpatent suit. Given that it is a dominant strategy for the incumbent to file a suit in the

second period, he will enter if and only if

(I~)nT-F~0 ('-)

Let us now tutn to the decision for the patentee in case of entry in the first period.

If she brings an infringement suit, her expected payoff is given by:

Wg - o:(iIM t S1iM) t(1-0c) (TI~ t STIT) (3)

If she prevails in the suit, she will have monopoly profits in both periods since she has now

deterred entry in the second period as well. If she loses, she will have duopoly proót in

the first period and triopoly profit in the second period due to further entry. The discount

factor S reflects the relative length of the first and second period. Consequently, I do not

make any presumption on the magnitude of S; it need not be less than I if the time horizon

after the second entry is sufficiently long compared to the length of the first period, the

time lapse between the first and second entry.

If the incumbent does not sue, she will have a duopoly profit in the first period.

The profit in the second period depends on the entry configuration Let a2' be defined

by:
(1-0t2')IiT - F - 0 (4)

Then, ocZ' is the smallest probability of the patent being valid that prevents second-period

entry.~~ Ifa ~ocZ', i.e., condition (2) is violated, there will be no further entry The

~~The subscript on a refers to the firm for which the critical value is rclevam in order to make an entrv
dxision. ~
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patentee will litigate the first entrant with a delayed suit in the second period, the expected

payoffof which is aflM }(l-a) T[D.28 Ifa ~aZ', i.e., condition (2) is satisfied, then

there will be entry in the second period if no litigation took place in the first period. The

patentee will sue both the previously accommodated entrant and the new entrant in the

second period. In this case, the second-period expected profit for the incumbent will be a.

IIM f ( l-a)I~Cr. I can write the expected payoff ofaccommodating entry in the first

petiod as:

Vy~ - TID t S[ailM t(1-0t)IIT] ifa ~a2'

IID } S [aIIM t (1-0t)TID] ifa ~aZ' (5)

If I rewrite Eq. (3) as Wg -[ai[M f(I-a)I1D]f S[aflM t( I-o:)iiT], it is

immediate that Wg ~Wq ifa ~otZ' ; there is no adverse effect of information revelation

associated with the patent infiingement suit since there will be a further entry anyway in

the second period. If a~a2', the condition for information concealment through

accommodation to be a preferred strategy for the patentee is given by a ~ a", where

a" E(0,1) is uniquely defined by:

[as~llM~-(I-a.rr)nD]tS[assnM ~ (I~rs)RT] - nDf S[ar.RM}(I-aes)RD] (6)

There are two cases to consider depending on the relative magnitude ofaz' and

a".

~aséI. a2'~a".

In this case, Wg ~Wp for all a E(0,1), implying that the incumbent patentee will

always bting an irtfringement suit in face of initial entry. As long as there is entry in the

first petiod in equilibrium ( i.e., a is not too high to make the infiingement almost certain),

I obtain the predided properties regarding each players payoffs: The incumbent's profit is

continuous and increasing in a and potential imitators' profits are continuous and

decreasing in a.

2aNole Ihal it is nol allowed for the second entrant to enter if the outcome of the suit turns out to be the
invalidation of the patent once he foregoes the chance to emer at the beginning of the period. This
artificial assumptioo is relaxed in the next section.
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Case II aZ'Cq.ss

(n this case, there exists a set ofparameter I-[a2', a"J, which 1 call the "limit

entry set." If a belongs to 1, the first entry will be accommodated and there will be no

further entry in the second period: a is sufficiently high to deter a further entry in the

second period ( i.e., a~a2'), but is too low for the incumbent to engage in a risky suit in

the first period (i.e., a ~a."). The presence of the limit entry set generates interesting

dynamics and produces many counter-intuitive predictions regarding the payoffs of

players. Therefore, hereafter, I shall focus only on this case for the sake of brevity; Case I

can be analyzed straightforwardly.

Finally, to characterize the first entrant's decision, I need another critical value,

at', which is defined by

(1-a.t')(ii~tSii~- F-0 (7)

The first entrant is indifferent between entering and staying out at the critical value a ~'

assuming the entry is responded to by an infringement suit. Note that a~' ~az' implying

that the first entrant has a bigger incentive to enter due to a longer horizon. The following

proposition characterizes the equilibrium in the imitation game.

Proposition l. Suppose that there exists a limit entry set l -[a2', a"]. Let aak -

max(at', a"). (i)Ifa~atk, firm 1 enters the market in period 1. Confronted with an

entrant, the incumbent accommodates the entry ifa E!. tn the second period, there is no

further entry and the patent will bring a delayed suit against the previously accommodated

entrant. ( When a!! - a" ~ at' and a e(a~', a") there would be no entry in the first

period if the incumbent were able to commit to bringing an infringement suit in the first

period. However, this threat is not credible and consequently, there will be entry )

Otherwise ( i.e., ifa E(O,atf) - L), she brings an infringement suit Depending on the

outcome of the suit, there may be further entry in period 2; firm 2 enters if and only if the

patent is held invalid. (ii) Ifa~ail, there is no entry in either period. The expected

equilibrium payoffs as a function ofa are shown in Figure 2(assuming at' ~ a").
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As can be seen in Figure 2, the payoffs for each player are discontinuous or kinked

at the boundary of the limit entry set. Moreover, the imitators' payoffs need not decrease

as the degree of patent protection, parametrized by a, strengthens. As a increases and

passes through the limit set, there ís a fundamental change in the regimes. Despite this

fact, the patentee's expected payoff is a weakly increasing function ofa. The reason is

that the patentee always has the option of suing in the limit entry set Moreover, the first

entrant's behavior is not affected as a crosses the boundary of the limit entry set.

However, this invariance of the entrant's behavior is due to the artificíal assumption of

exogenous entry timing. [n the next section, it will be shown that if the timing ofentry is

endogenized, an increase in a. can have a perverse effect on the expected payoffs of the

incumbent.

III. Eodogenoua Entry Timing in an Infinite Horizon Model

In this section, I relax the artificial assumption ofexogenous entry timing. As

before, there are two potential entrants indexed by i-1,2, who can now enter at any time

they desire if they have not yet entered. Entry decisions are made only at the beginning of

each petiod, the length of which is 0. In each period, if there is any entry, the patentee

can respond with a patent suit if she chooses to. As before, per-period payoffs for

monopolist, duopolist and triopolist are denoted by IIM, IiD, and IiT, respectively The

discount factor is given by b- exp(-r0), where r is the rate of interest 1 now analyze the

entry game played by two potential entrants as a simple stopping game in an infinite

horizon model in which the decision ofeach tirm is its time of entry

In light of the results in the previous section, I define the limit entry set, L-[at2`,

a"], which corresponds to the infinite horizon 29 One implication ofhaving no definite

end period is that the threat of further entry is always felt by the patentee, which makes

~90nce again, subscript 2 refers to lhe setond entrant. In contrast to the previous section, the order of
entry, however, is endogenauly determined rather than erogenously fixcd



litigation risky, whenever there is only one entrant in the market. The boundary of the

limit entry set, aZ' and a", are defined in the similar fashion, taking into account an

infinite horizon.
T

(1-az')I~S-F-0

~ T U

~"In s-~(1-Q'.')
not(51~8]- InCS

(4)'

Ortce again, I assume that a"~a2', ensuring that ! is not empty. Since the existence of

the set 1 is essential for the entry dynamics discussed above, it is appropriate taconsider

the plausibility of such a set. The examination ofEqs (4) ' and ( 6) ' reveals that F(the

sunk cost of entry) is a crucial determinant ofaZ'. In contrast, a" is purely determined

by the relative magrutude of TIM, fl~, and 11T; F has no role in the determination ofa".

Therefore, for virtually all oligopolistic models conceivable, [ can find values of F that

guarantee the existence of the limit entry set (! ) since a2' approaches zero as F becomes

sufficiently close to TIT.~o In Cournot models with linear demand curve and constant

marginal cost, for instance, it can be easily verified that a" - 7127, as 4-a0 (which is the

case I analyze later). Hence, the set 1 is non-empty ifFI(TiTlr) -the ratio of the sunk cost

and the present discounted value of the triopoly profit- is larger than 20127.

A. Wailing Gaine Regime

Now suppose that aElc(- [0,1 ]-1), i.e., the best response of the patentee facing

an írutial entry is countering with an infringement suit. In this case, the expected payoff of

the first imitator who enters in period t can be written as:
( r l 1

L(r) - 8`-' (1- a)I IIo t S 1~SJ - F J (g)

~oThe onty exception occurs if f1~- CIT in which case I have a"- 0. However, lhis case is eliminated by
the maintained assumplion of CI~ f7T. In the case of Benrand competition with homogenous product, I
can have [I~- CIT(- 0). But Bertrand competition is not appropriate Io analyze the issuc of patent
protection because therc would be no entry (imitalion) even in the absence of any patent if there ís a sunk
cost of entry; patcnt is a redundant instrument in deterring entry.
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If one firm enters in period t, the other firm can receive information regarding the

infringement of the patent, which allows the latter's entry decision to be conditioned on the

outcome of the suit. Therefore, the followers expected payoff is
r

F(t) - 8'-' (I - a)l
ln S- FI

(~)

Ifboth fitms enter in the same period, we know that it is a dominant strategy for the

patentee to sue since there is no further entry to be concerned about. Therefore, the

expected payoff ofboth entrants can be written as
( r l

B(t) - 8`-' (l - a)I ln
8J

- F (10)

To make the initial entry f leasible (L(t)~ 0), assume that ot ~ott', which is defined by
r

(1-a,') l1otS~ -F-0 (7)'I-s

The game is stationary before any entry and has a unique symmetric equilibrium,

which is also stationary. As explained below, ( am interested in the case where the time

periods are short, i.e., A is small. In this case, it is easy to verify that the game exhibits the

payoff structure ofa waiting game. The equilibrium is characterized by mixed strategies in

which each potential entrant enters with probability p in each period if no player has

entered before.~t For the stationary symmetric profile (p,p) to be an equilibrium, a firm

should be indifferent to entering now and waiting for one more period. When the other

player enters with probability p, the value ofentering is given by

~e(P)-~(1-~~I~a~~}(I-p~(I-a)~nr~}al~~~~-F (II)

The value ofwaiting is
r l

VW(P)- (1-a)
l1nS-FI

f(I-p)bV (12)

where V is the equilibrium value ofplayllling the imitation game.

3 tThere are also two asymmetric stationary equilibria: one is that firm l's strategy is "always enter" and
player 2's is "never enter"; the other is one in which the roles of firms are reversed.
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The equilibrium probability ofadoption p'E(0,1) will be chosen so that VE(p') -

V~y(p') - V. For reasons of tractability, I shall focus on the equilibrium outcomes as 0~

0. The consideration of periods with a shorter time interval also captures the notion that

potential entrants can enter at any time they desire if they have not yet entered. To derive

the limit results, it is convenient to approximate the waiting game with a continuous-time

formulation. Then, the discount factor, S- exp(-r~), reflects the time lapse between

periods. I now interpret IIM, R~, and IIT as flow profits for monopoly, duopoly and

triopoly, respectively.

With the continuous time fotmulation, let G(t) denote the cumulative probability

that fit~rt i enters the market at or before t. For G to be a stationary symmetric

equilibriurn, it is necessary that the players be indifferent to entering at time t and waiting

until t t dt to take advantage of the infotYnation revelation created by the other entrant.

Conditional on not entering before t, the marginal cost ofwaiting is approximated, to the

first order of dt, by [(1-a.)TIT - rF) d!. By waiting, one loses flow profits proportional to

dt should the patent be held inva(id, which occurs with probability of ( I-a) Since

successful entry will be followed by another entrant immediately (0 -s0), the relevant

profit is a triopoly profit. The second tetm in the square bracket, rF, is a cost saving from

deferred entry. The expected reward from waiting comes from the avoidance of fixed

cost when the imitation is found to irtfringe the patent, which is aF dG. Equilibrium

requires that these two terms be equalized, which yields:~'
dG (1- a)CIr -rF
1-G - aF

(13)

The equilibtium strategies are characterized by an exponential distribution with a
(1- a)CIT -rF

parameter of 7~ - ~, . Let 7 denote the first entry time, which is random.

Then, the incumbent has a monopoly profit until [, thereafter her expected payoff is

~~It can be tormally demonstrated that this equilibrium in continuous strategies is the limit of the
equilibritun of the corresponding game in discrete titne as A goes to zero. To make the discrete- and
contintwt~s-time formtdations comparable, I Itave to assturte that the profits for monopolist, duopolist, and
tripolist are IIM, TI~, and TIT per unit of rcal titttc, respectively. For instance, [he monopoly profit in
discrete time with period length of A is I7M A. See Fudenberg and Tirole (1991) for details.
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triopoly profits if the patent is held to be invalid.
M -r

w-a~ t(1-a)~1 j~nMe-rtC~lfJ~nre-rrdtl (14)

Since t is the first-order statistic corresponding to a random sample of size 2 from an

exponential distribution with a parameter J~ ,[ can write

E(e-")- 2~ (IS)
rt2~.

Thus the expected payoff for the incumbent is
M M T

W-an t(1-a Í~ t 2iLn ,where,ï-(1-a)flT -rh~ (16)
r r t 2.i r(rf 2.i) af.~

By definition of a2', I have 7~-~0 as a -~aZ'. Consequently, the expected payoff for the

incumbent approaches the monopoly profit RMIr as a-~ce2'

B. Preemprion Game Regime

Now suppose that aEl . For this parameter region, if ín period t there is only

one entrant, he will be accommodated whereas further entry is deterced Therefore, the

expected payoff of the first player who enters in period t can be written as :
D

L(r) - 8`-' ~S (17)

The other player gets zero. Ifboth potential entrants enter in the same period t, the

expected payoffs ofboth players are given by Eq. (10) as before.

The game is one ofpreemption where each firm strives to be the first entrant

knowing that he will be accommodated without further entry. The game has a unique

symmetric equilibrium. In each period, if no entry has yet occurred, each player enters

the market with probability p which is given by:
CIo-(1-ó)F (Ig)

P-Ro-(1-a)CIT

T'he expected payoffs ofboth players are zero. The reason is that there is a positive

probability of coordination failure: both enter in the same period and lose B(t) which is

negative when otEl. I note that apldot~0. The reason is that potential entrants become
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more cautious in their entry decision as the expected cost of mistakes (i.e., coordination

failure) for them increases with a.

The continuous time formulation of the preemption game involves a subtlety that is

not present in the waiting game since the formaliiation that is applied to a waiting game

"entails a'loss of information' in passing from discrete time with short periods to the

continuous time Iimit" [see Fudenberg and Tirole (1985) for a new formulation that allows

a continuous-time representation of the limits ofdiscrete-time counterparts and

discussions therein].~~ However, for my purpose, I need not delve into these

technicalities. Let it suffice to mention the following features of the equilibrium as 0-~0:

First, the entry game ends with probability 1 at time zero. Second, let Q denote the

limiting value of the probability of the coordination failure in the form of simultaneous

entry. Then, I can write the expected payoff of the patentee as:
~ M ( ) T ~ D~,- aII t 1-a n }(1-~)il

(19
r r )

I note that p- pl(2-p), which is decreasing in a:

~ - ~~ ~ 0 (20)

An increase in a reduces the probability ofentry in every period for each entrant, which in

turn reduces the probability of coordination failure ( simultaneous entry).

Within the limit entry set, I can verify that the patentee's expected payoff increases

as a. increases."

~ d~ (~aCIM t(1-a)fiT~-I1D1 ~IIM -IIT~
ár -dajl r J}}Q r '0 (2l)

This happens for two distinct reasons. First, as a increases, the probability ofcoordination

failure decreases (daldct ~0). Within the limit entry set, better coordinated entry induced

by a higher a is also beneficial for the incumbent because she prefers an accommodated

73Technically, the set of continuous-time equilibria is not the set of limit points of discrete-time equilibria.
bl can also verify that W is a conpve function of a(dZWldn2~0).
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duopoly situation to a contested monopoly ( the expression in the curly bracket in Eq (2l )

is negative when aEl). Second, given the probability of coordination failure, a higher a

translate into a higher probability of maintaining monopoly position through litigation.

I can also show that as at-iet2', the cost ofa mistake becomes closer to zero,

inducing each potential entrant to enter almost surely in each period (p-~ I). As a result,

the probability of coordination failure also approaches one ((~ -~ I ) with the expected

payoffofthe incumbent being [o:fIM f(I-a.)(IT]~r. I can conclude that due to a change in

the nature of entry dynamics (infinite delay vs. immediate entry), the expected payoli of

the incumbent jumps down discontinuously at the leR boundary point of the limit entry set

as depicted in Figure 3. In contrast, at the right boundary point of the limit entry set, the

payoff jumps up to the monopoly profit level as the credibility of patent litigation is

restored and entry is blockaded.

I note that at' -wt2' as 0-~0, which allows us to suppress the subscripts

hereafter. Proposition 2 summarizes the equilibria that appear as limits ofequilibria in a

sequence ofdiscrete-time, infinite-horizon games as 0-at).

Proposition 2. Suppose that there exists a limit entry set L -[a', oc"J. (i)If a~ot',

there is delay in the órst entry, the timing of which is distributed exponentially with

parameter 2~., where .i -(1- a)~ -rF The incumbent brings an infringement suit in

face of the first entrant. Depending on the outcome of the suit, there may be a further

entry; firm 2 enters if and only if the patent is held invalid. (ii) If ot E 1-[a', a"J, there

is an immediate entry. If there is only one entrant, the incumbent accommodates the

entry and there is no further entry. If both were to enter at the same time, the incumbent

brings infringement suits. (iii) ifa~ot", there is no entry. If there were entry, there

would be patent litigation. The expected equilibrium payoffs as a function of ot are shown

in Figure 3.
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Fiuure 3- The Expected Payoffs of the Incumbent and Entrants as Functions ofa

One important consequence of this proposition is that the strengthening of

inteltectual property rights (captured as an increase in a) is not necessarily desirable for

the patentholder.'s This implies that government policies designed to encourage RBcD

~SThis raisa the possibility that the innovator may try to reduce u by being intentionally sloppy in the
patent application process. Howcver, this strategy may ba~rc because it also reduces the probabiliry that
the applicauon is granted a patent to bcgin with. Another way to reduct a by lhe patentee is to proceed
less aggres,csively in the coun. Howcver, this is na a credible strategy that can be precommitted; once an
entry oavrs, the pateMee's (er post) payofT always incrcases with a. A lower a can be beneficial only in
terms of the ez ante expcctcd profit before any entry occurs. 1 thank Paul Klempercr for raising this ~ssue.

`~aii~r t l~t flTlr( )

1

1 a
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investment by providing better protection for the innovator may have the opposite effect

of retarding the speed of initial innovation.

The result is rerniniscent of Bernheim (1984) and Benoit (1985).~6 In a model of

sequential entry, Bemheim (1984) demonstrates that the qualitative nature of the entry

deterrence decision undertaken by incumbent firrns is much different from the single

entrant case. One implication of his analysis is that the sequential aspects of entry

deterrence makes it possible for government policies designed to promote entry to have

the opposite effect of increasing industrial concentration. The reason is that the

profitability of potential entrants is in turn determined in part by the ease with which future

entrants can be deterred.

The nonmonotonicity ofcomparative statics result in both Bemheim's (1984) and

my paper rely on the existence of multiple potential entrants. Despite the similarities in

this regard, there are also some crucial differences between the two papers. First of all,

Bernheim's (1984) model is devoid ofany intertemporal aspects. His concem is with the

equilibrium number of órms (industrial concentration) associated with the zero profit entry

condition prevailing under various entry-deterrent strategies. In contrast, my model has a

bite ortly when intertemporal aspects are considered: the driving force behind the

nonmonotorucity result is generated through the endogenized timing ofentry arising from

the incentives to free-ride on infotmation revelation created by the rival firm's entry or to

preempt the rival firm in the imitation game. Second, potential entrants in Bemheim's

model are syrrunetric in any expos! entry configurations, whereas potential entrants in my

model can have asymmetric payoffs ex pos! when the initial entry has a preemptive nature

or reveals new infortnation regarding the validity of the patent

Mlt is also worth mentioning a reoent paper by Helpman (1993) which analyzes the enforcement of
intellectual property rights in a dynamic genera! equilibrium framework of international trade in which
the North irrvents tkw produds and the South imitates them. In his model, tightening of intellectual
property rights can hurt the North due lo the efTect of reallocation of production. When [he initial rate of
itnitation is sufficiently low, lhe loss from this effect outweighs the gains from the [enns of trade effect



Benoit (1985) is closer to this paper in that the efFect of imitation on the innovator

is generated through erdogenized entry timing of the imitator. In his paper, there is

uncertainty surrounding the profitability of innovation, which is revealed only over time.

This creates an option value ofwaiting for the imitator; even though the waiting strategy

entails the loss of temporary profits in the event the innovation is favorable, it can save on

a would-be failed investment.~~ The difference is that a new flow of information arrives

exogenously in Benoit's model, whereas in my model new information is created

endogenotrsly only when an action is taken by one of the parties concerned. In this

respect, the delayed entry in my model is due to the .slraJegicoption value of waiting

which is nonexistent in Benoit's model ofa single entrant.~s

It is worthwhile to point out that the entry dynamics predicted in my model is in

sharp contrast to the entry games considered by Milgrom-Roberts (1982) and Kreps and

Wilson (1982). [n their reputatión model with multiple threats ofentry, the incumbent

predates early entrants to create and maíntain a reputation for "toughness," which signals

to other potential entrants that their chance of facing predation is more likely in the event

of their own entry. However, once entry is ever accommodated, the type of the incumbent

is revealed to be "soft" and entry occurs in every period thereafter. Therefore,

accommodating one entrant but no more is never an outcome in such reputation models of

entry detertence. In my model, in contrast, predating the first entrant with litigation may

result in the invalidation ofthe patent and induce further entry whereas accommodating

the first entrant maintains urtcertainty about the validity of the patent and thus can deter

the second entrant who has to make his entry decision in the dark."

My model may also help explain the apparently puzzling practice of delaying patent

suits despite the prevailing presumption that patent litigation is ruthlessly wielded as a

~~Benoit's model also predícts the nonmonotoniciry of innovator's profit in relevant parameters (cost of
innovation and probebiliry of stt~ess) if imitation is possible.
~YAnolher diRerence is lhat Benoit (1985) considers nonpatentable innovations, whereas my analysis
applies only to patentable innovations.
791 am gratefiil to Co-Editor R Preston McAfa for making this observation.



weapon of predation by the patentee at the first detection of infringement (Lanjouw and

Lerner, 1996). In Baker Manufacturing Co. v Whitewater Manufacturing Co., for

instance, Baker gave notice in 1956 to Whitewater of its claimed infringement, but the suit

was not commenced until 1965, a period of more than nine years (see also Prestia [ 1978]

where douns ofdelayed patent suit cases are discussed). In a more recent case, Texas

Instruments sued five companies for infringement on its plastic encapsulation technology

which enables wires to be connected to a semiconductor on a leadframe by introducing

"fluid plastic."w The suit was not brought until 1990 even though the technology in

dispute was developed in the 1970s and had been used for years by the rival firms (New

York Times, July 10, 1990).~t The delay is especially puuling in view of"laches

estoppel" which may prevent the patentee from suing if she does not bring the suit

promptly after imitation. This consideration impels White and Jacob (1986) to

recommend that "the right time to start an action for infringement (if an action is to be

started at all) is when infringement first starts - or even better, when infringement is first

threatened."'2

In my model, the reason for delay, despite tvnning the risk of laches estoppel, can

be found in the recognition of the potential downside of bringing a patent suit, that is, the

validity of the patent may be revoked.~~ This risk can be substantial if there are other

~ The five defendant companies named in the suit are Analog Devices, Cypress Semirnndudor
Corporation, VLSI Technology Inc., Integrated Device Technology Inc.. and LSI Logic Corporation.
41 [n response to the opponent firms' contention that the patent was old, unimportant, and invalid,
Richard Agnich, general counsel for TI, rationalized Ti's sudden utiliiation of titigation by saying "The
otLer oompsrues arc reacting as a person would if he were told he would have to pay to use a lawn mowcr
he had been borrowing from a neightwr for years. The person would gct angry, bul no onc would qucsuon
the right otthe lawn mower owner to ask for paytnents or stop lending thc mowcr "(New York Tuncs,
Octaber Ití, 1990).
4~White and Jacobs (1986, p.7) also cite other reasons that favor a quick patent infringement suit Cor the
paten[ee. "If an infringer is allowed to infringe in peace for years - to spend money advertising a new
business or a new product ... - he may well fcel tt~at there is so much at stake that he mast fight: yet if the
action had been brought earlier on, before there was so much aI stake, he would probably ha~e dropped the
thing and cvt his lasses rather tban waste time and money fighting."
~~tOtee common reason oRen offered to excuse the delay is that plaintitFs financial condition did not
permit it to urdertake a costly suit. However, the coun stated categorically that "lack of funds is no
excvse for delay in bringing suit" (Whitman v. Walt Disney Prods.. Inc., 148 F Supp. 37, 112 U.S.P.Q.
220, (S.D. Cal. 1957).
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[n my two-period model, delayed suits occur as a part of the equilibrium behavior

of the patentee. In the infinite horizon model, delayed suits constitute off the-equilibrium

purushment strategy even though they do not occur along the equilibrium path. There are,

however, at least two ways to modify the infinite horizon model to account for the

occurrence ofdelayed suits in the real world. First, the addition of private information

would make the off-equilibrium punishments arise, which is accommodating the entry of

one firtn, then bringing suit to stop further entry.4S If the patentee has private information

about the validity of the patent (i.e., a), a low-type patentee with a ~ oc' may have an

incentive to pretend to be a high type with oe E l-[a', a"] by accommodating the first

entrant. In this case, we may see a mixed strategy equilibrium in which the first entrant is

accommodated until further entry while the second one, whose entry tri~ers a delayed

suit, enters with a random probability. Second, I have assumed a stationary environment,

in particular, a constant a. over time. In reality, however, this probability can change over

time with the public sentiment and the basic attitude of the courts towards patents. For

instance, in 1982 Congess passed the Federal Courts [mprovement Act, creating the new

Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit (CAFC) which hears all appeals from the federal

district courts involving patents. The result of this pro-patent institutional change has

been a dramatic increase in the probability of patents being held valid, which made an

HSce Andrew Pollack, "The New High-Tech Battleground;' in New York Times, July 1, 19R8.
~31 thank R. Preston McAfee for pointing out this possibility. In Stryker Corp. v. Zimmer, Inc., 741 F.
Supp. 509, 17 USPQ2d 1945 (D.N.1. 1990), the patentce did trot enforce the patem against anyone (or tcn
years despite "industry-wide infringemenl" and sued the aceused infringer once it cntcred its market.



injunction against an infringer much more likely (Merges, 1992).~ Consider an initial

situation (before the creation ofCAFC ) where at E l-[a', a"], with initial entry

having been accommodated. If the creation of CAFC raised the probability a heyond the

boundary of l(i.e., a"), the previously accommodated entrant would now be litigated,

which results in a delayed suit. Another possibility is an advent of a new product that can

render the patented product obsolete. Consider a situation where a new product is

expected to be introduced in the near future as a result ofan unexpecteJ technological

breakthrough. If the remaining life-cycle of the patented product does not justify the sunk

cost of entry, there would be no more entry even if the patent is invalidated in the suit.

This change in the competitive environment may induce the patentee to hrin); a suit now in

the hope of securing the monopoly position for the rest of the life-cycle.

Finally, our analysis has important ramifications for the interpretation of empirical

data on irnitation. Mansfield, Schwartz, and. Wagner (198 I) for instance estimate that
a

about 60 percent of the patented innovations in their sample were imitated within four

years. The analysis ofMansfield et al. (1981) is based on the (implicit) premise that the

imitation process itself is a race among potential imitators. Our analysis suggests caution in

interpreting empirical data on imitation times; the data can overestimate the difficulty of

imitation since the time lag may contain a component ofstrategic waiting.

IV. Conduding Rcroarka

I have developed a simple model of imitation with multiple entrants The basic

premise of the paper is that an initial imitation attempt and its accompanying patent

infringernent suit can serve as an inforrnation transmission mechanism in that other

potential entrants can condition their own entry decisions on the information revealed

through the patent suit. This informational externality can induce each potential entrant to

~"7'his court (CAFC) haz bacn actively pro-patent; issued patents are treated as born valid, and
infringement is a serious lrespass (Insirie RcfD, October 10, 199(1)."
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wait for others to take the initiative, i.e., the imitation game is a waiting game. However,

this is not the only possibility. There are also cases where the so-called "limit entry set (1)"

exists. In these cases, if aEl, the first entrant is accommodated whereas further entry is

deterred. As a result, the nature of entry dynamics exhibits the payoftstructure of a

preemption game in which each one strives to be the first entrant. This implies that as

parameter a changes and crosses the boundary of set 1, the imitation game undergoes a

fundamental change in the nature of entry dynamics. In fact, it was demonstrated that the

expected payoff of the incumbent jumps down discontinuously at the left boundary point

of l as the imitation game is converted from one ofwaiting to one of preemption; the

timing ofentry changes from inónite delay to immediate entry. Implications for the

interpretation ofempirical data on imitation were also discussed.

The model adds an important dimension to the innovation literature by considering

the litigation process in the enforcement ofpatents. However, the model abstracts many

important details of reatity and leaves many questions unanswered. I conclude by

mentioning several avenues along which the current analysis can be extended.

First of all, I have assumed that there is only one way to design around the

patented invention. Realistically, there are many ways to invent around a patent, each

with their own probability of infringement. Tradeoffs facing the imitator in the choice of

imitative research strategy would be between a lower probability of infringement vs a

higher cost of inventing around. In other words, the probability of infringement can be

reduced by spending more on searching for less obvious ways of inventing around the

patent. I can think of the imitators' strategy as a choice of infringement probability. [n this

case, imitation efforts can create another public good since the beneót of successful

imitation is shared by everyone else while the cost is borne by the first imitator. From the

perspectives ofpotential imitators as a team, the noncooperative equilibrium choice of

infringement probability would be suboptimally high.



A more serious deficiency of the current paper is that it does not allow for the

possibility of the out-of-court settlement between the patentee and the accused infringer

(n fact, a large proportion of infringement suits are settled out of court in the form of

licensing (White and Jacob, 1986). An important question in this case is what kind of

informational implications the out-of-court settlement entails. It is expected that the

extent of information transmission is greater through trials than through the out-of-court

settlement since the latter deprives other potential entrants of the opportunity to uncover

critical infotmation regarding the profitability of their own entry [Che and Yi (1990)] "

My model thus suggests that settlements with potential patent-infringers may be motivated

by other than the standard explanation of the avoidance ofcostly litigation, namely,

infotmation concealment reasons.a' ( n United States v. Union Camp Corp. (1969 Trade

Case), for instance, the government brought criminal and civil proceedings against Union

Camp which settled a patent dispute with a potential infringer in order to prevent the

possible disclosure of information that could have proven Union Camp's patent invalid a'

If there is private information held by either disputing parties regarding the validity

of the patent, litigation behavior in the court can have signaling value and potentially

influence the terms of licensing as predatory behavior of the incumbent can affect the

terms of inerger with the entrant [Saloner (1987), Meurer ( 1989)].!o Another discrepancy

with reality is that 1 have assumed a timeless trial- However, protracted legal battles can

be strategically used by the incumbent to retard the speed of further entry. On-going

a~Friendly setUemenl of law suits between rivals may induce inhcrently invaGd patems to remain in efTect
to the date of expitation, resulting in restraint of trade.
4eTherc arc some jurists in the patent law area who are aware of the social costs of the settlements which
pn;serve im~alid patents and thus are unwilling to enforce the settlement of patent suits that raise the issue
of validity. "The settled litigauon might, if continued, have invalidated thc palent and thus eluninated the
patentee's monopoly toll upon society (Areeda, 1981)." For an analysis of the efiect of litigation
setdement on collusion ín the federal agenry procurement bidding, sce Marshall et nl. (1994).
a9See also Duplan Corp. v. Detring Milliken, SJO F.2d 121 S(;th Cir. 197tí) and lack Winter v Koratron
Co., 375 F. Supp. 1, SO (N.D. Cal. 1974).
~Burns ( 1986) eslimates that predalory pricing significanUy reduced the acquisition costs ot Amencan
Tobacco Company bolh for victirns of predation and, through reputation etTects. for compeutors who sold
PeacefultY.
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uncerlainty about the outcome of litigation can leave other potential imitators' entry

decisions in limbo, thereby allowing the incumbent extra time to come down along the

learning curve.S'

Finally, my analysis has been limited to the posr innovation incentive to imitate It

is impórtant to embed my analysis in the overall innovation game. For instance, it is not an

urueasonable assumption that the participation in the initial patent race can reduce the cost

of imitation after the race is lost. Then, the progress made by the losers in the innovation

race can position the imitators asymmetrically in tertns of their ability to successfully

invent around the patent. A full analysis of this possibility awaits future research. [

believe, however, that none of the extensions mentioned above will alter the basic

intuition of the paper.

Stl.evin et aL (1987) report that the etTectivenes.c of lead ume and learning curve advantages was
consistenUy rated high by high-level RáD managcrs among alternativc means of appropriating the returns
from R~.D.
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